The ‘Food for
Thought’ Award
Improving your efficiency for 2000.
Welcome to the first ‘Food for Thought’ Award. This scheme has been co-ordinated
by Surrey County Council to enable businesses in the catering sector to reduce their
environmental impact and increase their efficiency.
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Your role:

Introduction

The ‘Food for Thought’ Award issues a
challenge to caterers throughout the
county. As far as we know this is the
first such scheme to target this industry
sector and we are appealing for your
help to ensure that it is a success. We
want you to participate in the Award
and improve not only the efficiency of
your own business, but also the
environment around you.
The Award:

The benefits:

The ‘Food for Thought’ Award was inspired by
the increasing legislation which governs the
ways in which businesses in all sectors impact
upon the environment. However, as more and
more companies are discovering, improving
your environmental performance makes good
business sense.
Here are some of the benefits that companies who have undertaken environmental
improvements have enjoyed:
savings through reduced
• Financial
running costs
strong and caring image, making them
• Adifferent
from the competition
An
increase
in the number of customers
• who are attracted
to the business
A
more
secure
future
the business
• An improvement in theforlocal
quality of life
•
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This manual contains a guide to enable
you to easily identify exactly how your
organisation affects the environment
and what simple steps you can
take to reduce your waste and implement recycling schemes; reduce
energy consumption and conserve
water; and improve transport and
purchasing policies.
The guide is designed to be simple
and straightforward so that you can
control your involvement. Many of the
environmental improvements can be
made with no or very little investment
on your behalf. Where possible each
section has a case study to illustrate
initiatives undertaken by other catering organisations round the country,
and some of the benefits achieved
by improving their environmental
performance.

Each scheme which you implement
will enable you to obtain points that
reflect the environmental impact of
the improvements you have made.
Every business reaching 50 points
or more will receive a ‘Food for
Thought’ Award certificate from
Surrey County Council.
Once you have begun the challenge
you will need to follow the guidelines in the manual. These will show
you how to undertake a brief audit to
establish where you can make improvements to your environmental
performance. There is no set order in
which you should implement these
initiatives.
However, to qualify for the Award
you must have sent details of your
achievements to the Surrey County
Council Waste Advisory Team by 1
September 1999.
A form on which to record these
is included in the summary section of
the manual. You will be able to keep
us updated on your environmental
initiatives after the end of the challenge
by faxing details to the Business and
Environment Team at Surrey County
Council on: 0181 541 9021.
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Non participants:

You don’t have to participate, but if
you chose not to get involved you will
miss out on the potential to save
money and on oppor tunities for
growth.
Getting help:

The Business and Environment
Team will man a hot-line telephone
number during working hours
to enable any enquiries to be
dealt with quickly and easily; the
telephone number is:
0181 541 9781.
Meetings may be arranged in cases
where extreme difficulties are experienced. If you find the ideas in this
guide inspire you to do more to
improve your environment you can
always contact us to get some more
ideas for future initiatives. There are
lots of changes you can make.
The first step:

For now read this guide and see
how we can help you improve your
efficiency without charging consultancy fees and making demands on
your business’ resources.
How to use this manual:

The guide is divided into four sections
each dealing with a different aspect of
your business. The first part of each
section is the introduction to the
subject. Once you have decided which
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subjects would be most appropriate for
your business, you should read the
introduction and then progress to the
self audit page.
The audit is an opportunity for you
to take stock of the current situation in
your business so that you can see which
areas have most scope for environmental improvement. The audits in this
guide have been designed to be simple
to carry out and easy to analyse. You
will find them not only easy to perform
but also interesting to assess.
The next page in each section
provides a list of simple actions to take
that will help you improve your
business. You will be able to see which
would most effectively improve your
efficiency and environmental impact
once you have carried out your audit.
Each action point has a symbol or
symbols next to it to help you to decide in what order to introduce the
initiatives. The symbols are in groups
of three. Three money shaped symbols
next to an initiative means that it is the
most expensive, three world shaped
symbols means that the initiative has
the best environmental impact, and
three cup shaped symbols means that
the initiative offers you most points
towards the Award.

The following is a guide to the
symbols used in this guide:
Indicates the cost of taking
this action
NB: no cost, or nearly
no cost is still represented by one of these
symbols.

Indicates benefits to the
environment

Indicates how many points
you get towards the ‘Food
for Thought’ Award
(each symbol is worth 2 points)

Remember, in order to qualify for
the Award you need a minimum of
50 points, but that does not mean
that you have to implement all the
action points in each section.
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S e c t i o n

Composition of waste arising within the catering sector

1 :

Paper
11%

Wood
4%

Metal
2%

Tin/cans
2%

Cooking oil
1%

Food
48%

Waste
Glass
28%
Cardboard
1%

Other
3%

Source: ‘Refuse collection and recycling’ Torbay Council

Introduction
Every year commercial premises in Surrey
dispose of approximately 330,000 tonnes of
waste. More than 10% of this waste is food
and putrescibles. That means that over the year
the hotels, restaurants, cafes and other businesses in the catering sector in Surrey throw
away approximately 30,000 tonnes of rubbish
between them. Other waste materials from
this sector most commonly include cardboard,
paper, glass and plastic in the form of packaging. The diagram below illustrates the proportions in which these materials are present
in the catering sector:

The majority of this waste (nearly
90%) is collected by private sector
contractors, at a cost to the businesses,
and disposed of to landfill. Landfill
sites are holes in the ground, most
often produced as a result of quarrying
activities, which need to be filled in
order to be restored. However the disposal of mixed waste in this way causes
two types of environmental pollution:
of methane (CH4)
• Aandmixture
carbon dioxide (CO2) is

•
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produced during the breakdown of mixed waste by
bacteria in the landfill site.
Methane (also called landfill
gas) is known to be a
greenhouse gas.
Leachate is a toxic liquid
produced from the mixing of
rain water and other water
in the landfill site with the

decomposing waste. Leachate
contains toxins which can
result in chemical reactions
within the site. If allowed to
seep into local water courses it
can cause significant harm to
aquatic plant and animal life
and could lead to the
pollution of underground
drinking water supplies.

In recent years, legislation has been
introduced to reduce the amount of
waste disposed of to landfill, because it
is considered to be the least desirable
environmental option. The legislation
which most directly affects businesses
in the catering sector is the landfill tax
which has introduced a levy on each
tonne of waste sent to landfill. At present that levy is £7 per tonne, however
it will increase to £10 in April 1999.
Additional increases are anticipated
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yearly after this date. This cost is passed
on to the waste producers, which means
that it is getting more and more expensive to dispose of your waste to landfill.
Although you might think that your
business is running as efficiently as
possible, your wastage will be reducing
that efficiency. In fact in some companies waste has been proven to cost up to
4% of the annual turnover. Remember
that waste is not just discarded solid
materials, it includes wasted time and
loss of materials.
The aim of this section is to show
you how to maximise business efficiency and reduce environmental
impact through implementing simple
initiatives to reduce, reuse and recycle
waste. The benefits of this include:
savings through
• Costreduced
waste disposal costs
■
■ reduced need to purchase

materials
■ possible financial return from

•

the sale of some recyclables
Environmental benefits:
■ reduced consumption of
materials and resources
■ reduced amounts of waste for
disposal to landfill

There are a number of measures which
can be easily implemented to significantly reduce waste. The Environmental
Technology Best Practice Programme
identifies an eight step programme
which will enable any company to make
the changes necessary to reduce waste
and increase efficiency.
Before you start to investigate the
waste in your business, it is important
have the support of everybody in your
organisation. Without this it will be very
difficult to make the changes necessary
to reduce your waste. It is best if one
person accepts responsibility for driving the changes, and managing the waste
once the challenge has been started.
Before you undertake the audit in
the next section of this manual establish who is currently collecting your
waste, how often they visit the premises and how much you are charged.
Now look at the other steps which
are identified in the step by step guide
produced by the ETBPP.

The ETBPP 8 Step Guide to Reducing the Amount of Waste
Produced in any Business.
Step:1
Give someone responsibility for
waste management

Step:2
Establish the size of the
waste problem

Step:3
Establish and use an
auditing system

Step:4
Analyse the information

Step:5
Consider the waste reduction,
reuse and recycling

Step:6
Produce an action plan

Step:7
Review progress
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Auditing Your Waste
Before you can start to implement any
of the initiatives covered later in this
section you need to undertake a quick
audit of your premises. Identify where
most of the waste is being produced,
how much is produced and what it is
composed of.
This will enable you to see where
you can prioritise and which reduction,
reuse or recycling initiatives are most
appropriate for you to adopt in order
to maximise your efficiency.

Remember you can carry out an
audit as often as you like. You can
photocopy the audit pages before you
write on them for future use.
There are two different sources of
waste to consider in this audit:

3. How do you currently dispose of each type of waste?
eg. Landfill /Recycling etc.

waste that arises from the
• The
front of house
waste from the kitchens.
• The
Get your staff to help to
ensure that you gather
the most comprehensive
information possible.

4. How much does disposal cost?
Waste Audit part 1:

1. What activities undertaken by your business result in the production
of waste?

eg. Per week /Per month etc.

eg. Receiving supplies/Catering etc.

5. Who is responsible for each waste material.
2 What type of waste is produced by each activity?
eg. Receiving supplies /Catering etc.
eg. Supplier packaging (boxes/bottles) /Food waste
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For a more detailed understanding of your waste you should try
to fill in the following section. Be
warned, this section will take some
time and patience to complete. You

will also need some protective clothing (at least gloves) and plenty of
space to enable you to spread out the
contents of your bin and sort through
the rubbish.

Estimated
Weight

Waste Audit Part 2b:

1. List the materials which make up a higher percentage of the waste than
you anticipated.

Waste Audit part 2a:
Waste
Component*

Once you have filled in these sections there are several questions to ask about
your results.

Estimated %
of Sample

Estimated
Annual Weight

Food
Raw
Cooked
Liquids
Paper
Cardboard
Plastics
Bottles
Containers
Film
Other
Glass
Bottles
Jars
Metal

•
•
•
•
•
2. Think about which of these materials can be either reduced, reused or
recycled in order to save your company money and reduce the amount of
rubbish you dispose of. Ask other members of staff for their ideas on
reducing waste. Often staff in different parts of the organisation will see
things that others don’t.

Congratulations, you have completed
the Waste Audit! Now that you know
what your waste is you are in a much
better position to begin to implement waste reduction, reuse and
recycling schemes. These will help

you to score points towards the ‘Food
for Thought’ Award.
Read the next section to see which
initiatives are most suitable for your
company.

Other packaging
Disposable
table accessories
Crockery/Utensils
Other

* These materials should be the same as those identified in section 2 of Waste
Audit part 1.
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Food Waste
Background Information:

Food waste is one of the most difficult
waste management problems in landfill
sites. Organic materials decompose in
the absence of air to form landfill gas.
The primary component of this gas is
methane, which is not only explosive
but is known to be one of the components which adds to the greenhouse
effect. Decomposing organic waste also
contributes to the toxic liquid or leachate which accumulates in landfill sites
and which can cause serious groundwater and surface water pollution.
Food waste is very difficult to
avoid and almost impossible to eliminate completely, however there are
some initiatives that you can undertake to reduce the impact. This section
lists a number of schemes which you
could try.
Initiative 1:

See whether you can adjust the quantity of food that you are ordering to
avoid over purchasing of raw materials.
Negotiate with your supplier to try and
get the quantity you require.
Initiative 2:

See if you can utilise excess food to
create another dish, for example un-
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used bread could be used for bread and
butter pudding or croutons for soup. If
this is not possible why not look in to
selling the unused produce at a
discount or donating it to organisations
working with people in need.

ies and usually come with tiger worms.
Extra worms can be purchased from
most fishing tackle shops.
Initiative 5:

Initiative 3:

Try to reduce your food waste by composting it, but remember that you can’t
compost cooked food waste and animal
protein. It is easy to make your own compost heap if you have sufficient space,
or you can buy self contained composting units in most DIY and gardening
stores. The advantage of these is that
they are more difficult for rodents and
flies to attack. Remember it is important to ensure that composting facilities
should be located where they won’t be
a nuisance or cause problems. If you
are going to compost your waste it is
important to mix the food with grass
cuttings and other garden waste. This will
ensure that the compost does not become
an unusable slimy and smelly mess.

See whether you can reuse your food
waste by giving your surplus to a pig
farmer to produce pig swill for feeding
his stock. You will need to check with
the local Animal Health Officer of the
Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and
Foods before you enter into an agreement with the farmer because there are
some strict guidlines that you will need
to follow. To do this you will first have
to obtain the farmer’s permission.
Contacts of farms which are already
able to accept food waste are available
at the end of this section.
Food waste reduction and recycling
initiatives undertaken (inc. liquids):

Dealing With Waste
Liquids:
Oils and fats should be treated as a
separate waste. It is illegal to pour
these materials down the drain. They
can cause blockages when they coagulate in the sewers.
Initiative 1:

Ensure that all oils and fats are collected
by a specialist company and purified for
use as a calorie enhancer in animal feed.
More details on these companies are
listed in the ‘Useful Contacts’ section.

Award points scored:

Initiative 4:

Try to reduce your food waste by introducing a worm composter. These are
good if you don’t have any garden waste
or if you are short of space. Wormeries
can be purchased at a cost of £20–£40
from most garden centres and nurser-
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Useful Contacts: Food Waste

Henry Doubleday Research Association
National Centre For Organic Gardening
Ryton-On- Dunsmore
Coventry CV8 3LG
Tel: 01203 303517

The Composting Association
Hemstead Lane
Gloucester GL2 6FR
Tel: 01452 308400
Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food
Animal Health Division
Liberty House
105 Bell Street
Reigate
Surrey
Tel: 01737 242242

George Reynolds
Mead Farm
Chertsey Road
Shepperton
TW17 9WS
Tel: 01932 252612

Lesley Healey
Hazeldene Farm
Olkham Lane
Cobham
Surrey KT11 1LW
Tel: 01932 863458
Fats and Oil:

A&B Oils
Royal Crescent Road
Southampton SO14 3TT
Tel: 01703 339292

Martin Oils
7 Bedfont Court
Spout Lane
North Stanwell Moor
Staines
Middlesex
Tel: 01734 734538

Paper and Cardboard
Background:

In most businesses in Surrey paper and
cardboard are the largest component of
the waste stream. The catering sector is
no exception. Many of the provisions are
delivered in cardboard boxes and a great
deal of waste paper is also generated.
Reducing the amount of waste paper
and cardboard that you throw away will
reduce the costs of waste disposal.
Waste paper can be used as a source
of fibre in the production of new paper.
This reduces the need for virgin fibres
from forests by offering a suitable alternative. In recent years there has been
an increase in the volume and quality of
paper produced using recycled fibres,
making recycling an easy option.
Initiative 1:

See if you can reduce the volume of
rubbish that you dispose of by flattening
all cardboard boxes before you put
them into bins or skips.
Initiative 2:

It is better for the environment and for
you if you can prevent the cardboard
boxes from being delivered in the first
place. Try to encourage your suppliers
to use durable containers when delivering produce. These containers can then
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be used over and over again to reduce
the amount of waste for disposal.
Initiative 3:

If you cannot prevent suppliers from
using cardboard boxes try to encourage
them to take the boxes back for reuse.
If this is not possible either examine
the ways in which the boxes could be
reused within your business.
Initiative 4:

See whether you can reduce the amount
of waste paper that you produce by reusing envelopes, using both sides of
paper where appropriate, using the
backs of scrap paper to write rough
notes etc.
Initiative 5:

Contact one of the waste paper merchants listed in the ‘Useful Contacts’
section to arrange for a collection of your
waste paper and cardboard. Remember
that the paper market can fluctuate and
is prone to long periods of depression.
During such periods cardboard is one of
the first materials to suffer. You may need
to find one merchant for the card-board
and another for office paper. Shop around
if you can, different merchants have
different ways of collecting materials.
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Initiative 6:

Initiative 7:

If you have small volumes of newspapers and magazines or tissue napkins,
try to take these to your local recycling
bank. For more details contact the
Surrey County Council Waste Advisory
Team on 0181 541 9781.

Contact local schools, youth groups
or charities to see whether they are
collecting paper for recycling.
Remember that it is important to
separate the different types of materials. Most recyclers will not take PostIt notes, window envelopes and glossy
magazines; if you mix the wastes you
will contaminate the load and so it might
not be possible for it to be recycled.

Paper and cardboard waste recycling
initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Useful Contacts: Paper and Cardboard
Recycling Companies:

Environmental Support Services
Sondes Place Farm
Dorking, Surrey
Tel: 01306 740743
AW Lawsons
20-24 Kings Bench St
Blackfriars
London SE1 0QX
Tel: 0171 928 5575
Evans Recycling
42 Creston Way
Worcester Park
Surrey KT14 8PH
Tel: 0181 330 3565

Newleaf Recycling
PO Box 660
Wimbledon
London SW19 5DU
Tel: 0181 944 6866
Severnside Waste Paper
56 Beddington Lane
Croydon
Surrey
Tel: 0181 689 0964

LA Banks:

For local authority banks please contact Surrey County Council Waste Advisory Team
on 0181 541 9781. Remember these facilities are really provided for use by householders
and so you should only use them if your company produces small quantities of waste.
Larger amounts of paper and cardboard can be taken to any of the four Transfer Stations
listed in this manual.
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Glass

Initiative 2:

Glass recycling initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Background:

Glass falls into the following three
categories:
as bottles
• containers-such
and jars;
glass-usually from
• flat
windows;
glass,
• other-decorative
tableware and light bulbs etc.

Your bin is most likely to have container glass in it so this type of glass is
considered in the following sections.
For information on the other categories please contact the Waste Advisory
Team on 0181 541 9781.
Recycling glass saves energy in the
production of new glass and the
transportation of raw materials. It is
important to sort all glass for recycling.
There are different chemical structures
for different types of glass; container
glass must not be mixed with broken
crockery, pyrex, drinking glasses or
light bulbs.

Try to reuse glass containers where
possible. Coloured glass bottles make
good vases for table flowers, and jars
and other containers are useful for
storing other provisions.
Initiative 3:
Useful Contacts: Glass

If you only produce a small quantity
of glass you can take it to your local
bottle bank for recycling. If, however,
your audit showed that there is a lot
of glass in your bin, contact one of
the merchants in your area to arrange
a collection of your waste glass
for recycling. See the Useful Contacts
section. Remember to ensure that all
the containers are empty and that you
have removed the lids. Always sort the
colours and place in the appropriate
receptacle.

British Glass Recycling Company Ltd
Northumberland Road
Sheffield
South Yorkshire
S10 2UA
Tel: 0114 268 4067

Greener World Ltd
Airport Business Centre
427 Great West Road
Hounslow
Middlesex. TW5 0BY
Tel: 0181 571 0100

Initiative 1:

Do not put returnable bottles into the
rubbish bins. They should be returned
to the supplier. If you do not already
deal with suppliers who provide returnable bottles try to find an alternative.
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Metals:
Background:

In the catering industry food cans make
up much of the metal waste. These are
made of ferrous or non-ferrous metals;
that is either steel or aluminium. The
action points below show some of the
ways that you can reduce or recycle the
metal from your bins.

sort the metals first. Food cans made of
steel and have to be de-tinned before
use, but aluminium cans are easy to
recycle and you might even find that
you can make some money by
collecting them.

Matel recycling initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Initiative 4:

Useful Contacts: Metals

Initiative 1:

Try to order canned food in bulk to
ensure that you are not receiving
excessive numbers of tins. If possible
avoid the use of canned drinks by
buying larger quantities in bottles, or
installing a handpump system.
Initiative 2:

If you cannot collect cans on your own
premises see whether there is a local
school or voluntary group who are
collecting in your area. By giving them
your cans you are helping the local
community as well as the environment.

Alchemy Recycling Ltd
8-10 The Glebe
Stevenage
Herts SG2 0DL
Tel: 01483 741555

SCRAPP Centre
William Road
Guildford
Surrey GU1 4QZ
Tel: 01483 453143

Dealing With Aluminium Foil:

Allied Metals Ltd
Vigo Lane
Yately
Hampshire GU47 6ED
Tel: 01252 873222

Simmons Bros & Sons Ltd
4 Hatton Road West
Croydon
Surrey CR0 3LX
Tel: 0181 688 4325

CF Sparrowhawk Ltd
24 Epsom Lane
North Tadworth
Surrey KT20 5EH
Tel: 01737 352889

Aluminium Foil Recycling
Campaign
Bridge House
53 High Street
Bidford-On-Avon
Warwickshire
B50 4BG
Tel: 01789 490609

Aluminium foil is often used in the
catering trade to wrap food. As long as
the foil is fairly clean this material can
be recycled.
Initiative 1:

Empty food cans can be used for
storage. However if you can’t reuse
them this way see whether your local
school or youth group might be able to
make use of them.
Initiative 3:

Contact one of the merchants in
the Useful Contacts section and
organise collection of your waste
food and drinks cans. Remember to
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Contact the Aluminium Foil Recycling
Campaign or the Guide Dogs for the Blind
and organise for a collection of your used
aluminium foil for recycling. The contact
details are in the Useful Contacts section.

European Metals Recycling
Therapia Lane
Beddington
Croydon
Surrey CR0 3DH
Tel: 0181 683 3499

Guide Dogs for the Blind
North Surrey
Tel: 0181 464 1433
South Surrey
Tel: 0118 979 1911
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Plastic
Background:

The applications for plastics are very
wide and varied, and because of its
diversity the use of plastic is increasing,
especially in the packaging industry. In
the catering trade much of the produce
is delivered in plastic packaging.
There are 7 types of plastic in common use, and many more which will
occasionally form a part of your waste
output. Each has a different chemical
structure which can be identified by
the symbol and number marked on it.
This will enable you to identify the
plastics that you have before you try to
initiate reuse or recycling schemes.

Due to the low density of plastics and
the transport costs, collections of these
materials can be limited. However
several recycling companies operate a
‘milk round’ collection. Used plastic
bottles are generally only bought if
they are in bails, so there may be a
requirement for you to purchase
equipment if you produce a large
quantity of waste plastic. You should
note that not all types of plastic which
carry the recycling symbol can be
collected for recycling. Merchants will
only be able to accept materials for
which there is a market. All materials
bailed or loose must be sorted to avoid
contamination.

Initiative 3:

who might wish to use some of the
waste plastic packaging that your
business is producing.

Try to reuse some of the plastic
waste on your own premises. Plastic
containers are good for storing other
materials in.

Initiative 5:

Initiative 4:

See whether you can establish links
with local schools or youth projects
Plastic waste recycling initiatives
undertaken:

Now that you have identified the type
of plastic waste that is produced,
contact one of the merchants listed
in the Useful Contacts section to
arrange a collection of the materials
for recycling.
Award points scored:

Initiative 1:
Classification:
1

PET used for plastic bottles

2

HDPE used in industrial pallets,
waste bins and other rigid forms

3

Initiative 2:

Linpac Environmental
Long Acre Industrial Estate
Birmingham. B7 5JD
Tel: 0345 125605

Associated Polymer Resources
Westfield House, Knowle Green
Hampshire. SO5 4NA
Tel: 01703 652929

Try to avoid buying plastic disposable
products, such as milk jiggers, sauce
sachets and plastic cutlery.

Bestway Services
55 Priory Crescent
London. SE19 3ED
Tel: 0181 771 1694

Green Recycle Ltd
Red Kite Recycling Centre
58 Fellows Road
Carshalton, Surrey. SM5 2TD
Tel: 0181 773 8323

LDPE used when a clear product is
needed usually in sheet form

5

PP used in the manufacturing of
films often in a rigid form

6

PS used in high impact form to
produce packaging

7

Useful Contacts: Plastics

PVC used in some package and
bottles

4

Try to reduce the amount of plastic
waste that you produce by asking your
suppliers to deliver in an alternative,
recyclable material.

Other frequently know as

PPR Ltd
Unit 1A Old Railway Works
Newtown Industrial Estate
Ashford, Kent. TN24 0PN
Tel: 01233 661108

composite
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Case Studies:
It is important to be able to see the
initiatives undertaken, and the benefits
received by other companies in the
catering industry who have made
changes to their environmental performance. These case studies appear in
more detail along with other examples
in the Better Business Pack produced
by WWF-UK and NatWest Group.
Following the introduction of the
Packaging Waste Regulations one
catering company carried out a
sur vey to assess the amount of
packaging thrown away each week.
Surprisingly the results showed that
the majority of waste sent to landfill
was food, despite the use of a food
bin to segregate this type of waste
for pig feed. The system was revised
and the income from the waste sold
for pig feed increased by 53% to
£14,500 per year. As food biodegrades in landfill sites to produce
pollutant gases this change had a
significant impact on the environment too.
A manufacturing and retail bakers in
Bristol segregated their food and
cardboard waste from the general
refuse. The managing director
anticipates that as a result the
company’s waste bill for 1997
was half that for 1996. The total
financial saving is expected to be
approximately £5,500. The removal
of 26 tonnes of cardboard and a
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significant amount of food waste
from landfill will benefit the
environment by reducing carbon
dioxide and methane emissions. As
both are recognised as greenhouse
gases this simple change in behaviour reduced the company’s
environmental impact.
A museum in Bristol recently
changed from using disposable
catering products to china. The
saving soon paid for the installation
of a dishwasher, and staff were able
to reduce the amount of rubbish for
disposal. They then went on to
recycle glass, paper and cardboard
which has reduced 3 waste bins to
one, resulting in a saving of between
£2000 and £2500 in a year.
A catering company in the South
West initiated a collection of
aluminium drinks cans for charity to
help raise awareness amongst staff,
and to reduce the amount of waste
sent to landfill sites.
Further reading:

1. The Better Business Pack-WWF/
Natwest Group
(Tel: 01483 426444).
2. Cutting Costs by Reducing WasteThe Environmental Best
Practice Programme
(Tel: 0800 585794).
3. The Waste Wise Business Manual
Surrey- County Council
(Tel: 0181 541 9781).

S e c t i o n
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Energy and
Water
Introduction
Most of the energy used in the UK today originates from fossil
fuels. These are gas, oil and coal, all of which have sufficient
calorific value when burnt to enable them to be used to
produce energy. However, burning fossil fuel causes pollution,
in the form of particulates which reduce air quality and gases
which contribute to global warming. The carbon dioxide and
other gases that are produced build up in the atmosphere and
absorb the infrared radiated from the earth. As a result more
of the sun’s heat is trapped, adding to the greenhouse effect.
The current levels of greenhouse gases are already having an
effect on the global climate, and temperatures have risen since
the end of the last century by between 0.3 and 0.6 degrees
centigrade. It is predicted that this trend will continue.
Using energy more efficiently is one of the most cost
effective means of reducing greenhouse gas emmissions and
also helps to conserve reserves of fossil fuels. Reducing energy
consumption in your business can also help you to save money.
The figures below show the typical energy cost breakdown in
two different examples:
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Typical energy cost breakdown for a restaurant with bar
Fossil Fuel
(space heating, hot water, catering)
25%

Electricity
(catering, lighting, mechanical
ventilation, air conditioning)
75%

Typical energy cost breakdown for a pub restaurant
Fossil Fuel
(space heating, hot water, catering)
32%

The aim of this section is to show
you how to maximise business efficiency and reduce environmental impact
through implementing simple steps to
reduce energy consumption.
Making sure that fossil fuels and
electricity are purchased at the cheapest rates is becoming increasingly
important. Substantial savings can be
made by checking you are on the
correct electricity tariff or by making
alternative supply arrangements. It may
be possible to achieve savings on the
purchase of gas and oil by considering
another supplier.
Regular meter readings are important to check accuracy of bills and
detect excessive consumption.
The Energy Efficiency Office identifies the following six step programme

which can help any company to achieve
savings by bringing energy consumption and costs under control. Before
you progress to the next page of
this section have a look at the chart
and think about how it might affect
your business.
Remember that it is impor tant
to have the support of everyone in
the company before you begin, so
that making changes will be as easy
as possible.
Before you start an energy audit of
your premises make sure you know
who your current energy providers are
and what you have been charged in the
last year or so. This will give you a
level of understanding that you will
find very useful later.

Electricity
(catering beer cooling, lighting,
mechanical ventilation, air conditioning)
68%

Source: The Energy Efficiency Office, Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions

Although energy is a substantial cost
to businesses in the catering sector,
it is one of the easiest outgoings to
control. By implementing simple, and
cost effective initiatives, your com-
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pany could save up to 20% on future
fuel bills. As well as saving money and
energy some of the initiatives will
result in a more comfortable environment for both staff and customers.
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The Energy Efficiency Office 6 Step Guide to Energy
Management in a Business Environment.

Auditing your energy use
Remember to consider not only energy use in the kitchens and staff areas, but also
that used front of house as well.

1. Confirm who is responsible
for energy management

2. Check fuel and electricity
tariffs and charges

ON GOING ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

3. Organise walk around of
company to identify
avoidable wastage

Energy Audit:

1. Identify your suppliers and the total cost of your business energy bills. It is
a good idea to try to go back two years if you can so that you have a base
for comparison. Remember if you use electricity and gas you will need to
account for both.
eg. Electricity used in quarter 1 (in units eg KWhrs)

2. Identify the activities undertaken by your business which result in the use
of energy. You will find the easiest way to do this is to walk around the
premises. This will ensure that you don’t forget anything.
eg. Lighting/ kitchen equipment/ air conditioning/ boiler

4. Plan and implement energy
saving measures

5. Inform and motivate staff
members

3. Examine the energy saving initiatives which have already been undertaken.
eg. Light bulbs/ wall insulation

6. Review progress and savings
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4. Identify the items which if repaired, maintained or replaced could reduce
your energy consumption.

Kitchen Equipment
Background:

eg. Boiler clock or time switch

5. Identify simple changes in staff behaviour which could help to reduce
energy consumption.
eg. Turning off lights when not needed

Most catering businesses can make
some savings, and improve their
environmental performance quite
easily. This section looks at both energy
and water efficiency in the kitchen.
Some opportunities may be easy to
identify and allocate to a specific
person. Others, such as turning off
lights when they are not needed, may
be more difficult to implement. Have a
look at the suggestions below and see
which apply to your business.

than 10 mins for most hobs, grills and
conventional ovens. Try to use microwaves to re-heat small quantities of
food. Use pans that are the proper size
for hobs and keep lids on.
Initiative 4:

Ensure that refrigerators and freezers
are located away from heat sources and
are not opened unnecessarily or left
open. Also try to avoid putting hot or
warm food into a refrigerator.
Initiative 5:

Initiative 1:

Make sure that dishwashers are only
run when they are full.

6. Use the information that you have obtained to identify the primary areas
where you could make improvements to reduce your business energy
consumption.
eg. In the kitchen

Initiative 2:

Check that taps are not left running
when they are not required.

Encourage staff to assess how much
equipment is needed at different times
of the day and to switch off equipment
when it is not in use. For example hobs
should not be left switched on if they
are not heating food.
Fill in the form below to see how
many points you have scored towards
the ‘Food for Thought’ Award.

Initiative 3:

Ensure that kitchen staff know the heat
up times for cooking equipment- less
Congratulations. You have completed
the energy waste audit. Now that you
know a bit more about your energy
consumption you are in a much better
position to begin some of the initiatives
to help you to reduce usage and costs.
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Read the next section to see which
initiatives are most suitable for your
company. Don’t forget to keep a tally
of how many points you score towards
the ‘Food for Thought’ Award.

Kitchen energy reduction
initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:
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Space and Water Heating
Background:

Heating space and water unnecessarily
is something that many businesses
don’t even realise that they are doing.
The cost of providing space heating or
hot water depends on the cost of the
fuel used, the efficiency of the conversion of fuel to heat and the extent of
the distribution losses in supplying the
heat to where it is needed.
Many of the problems can be addressed by simply undertaking a few of
the steps below. These are easy to
implement and can save businesses
money while improving the environmental performance.

Ensure that taps are switched off after
use and that leaks are fixed.
Initiative 4:

Reduce the temperature of stored
domestic hot water by turning down
the thermostat to a minimum setting of
60 degrees centigrade, but no lower
because of the risk of legionella.

If you have a modular boiler system,
that is a number of smaller boilers
rather than one or two large ones, a
boiler sequencer ensures that only the
number of boilers required to match
the load actually fire.

Install thermostatic radiator valves to
regulate the flow of water through the
radiator and to keep the temperature of
the room at the required level.
Hot water systems should also
have controls such as a thermostat
and timer.

Initiative 8:
Space and water heating reduction
initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Initiative 5:

Initiative 1:

Check that time switches are set to the
minimum period required and ensure
that room thermostats and radiators
are on the minimum setting required
to maintain comfort levels.

If your building has a BEMS (building energy management system), you
should check that it is operating correctly and that operators are properly
trained in its use.
Initiative 6:

Initiative 2:

Ensure that the heating in unoccupied
areas is either turned off or down.

Initiative 3:
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Upgrade heating controls to include a
seven day programmable timer,
optimum start control and weather
compensation as a minimum.

Initiative 7:
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Lighting

Initiative 3:

Lighting initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Background:

The energy used for lighting depends
upon the energy consumption of the
lamps and the hours of use. In many
businesses lights are left on in
unoccupied spaces for long periods of
time. As well as training staff to be
aware of the need to conserve energy,
there are other initiatives that you can
implement.
Initiative 1:

Someone should be made responsible
for switching off any lights in areas that
are not in use. It might help to remind
people if you colour code the switches
in certain areas, and allocate a colour
to one member of staff who is responsible for that area. Note that there
may be some areas that cannot be left
without lighting for safety reasons.

Keep windows and roof lights clean to
make the best use of daylight.

Initiative 4:

Try switching to compact electronic
fluorescent lamps. These lamps last
between 8 and 10 times longer and
only use about 20% of the electricity of
the equivalent tungsten lamps. They
also save money on maintenance as
they do not need to be replaced so
frequently. This is particularly true if
they are in an awkward or dangerous
location. Another advantage is that
shades and fixed wiring should last
longer as the lamps generate less heat.
These lamps are larger and heavier so
you should check the fittings are
suitable.

Initiative 2:
Initiative 5:

Fit automatic lighting controls in staff
areas, such as toilets, store rooms and
rest areas, and check that they are set
properly.
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Try installing automatic controls.
These include time controllers,
presence detectors which sense when
a room is occupied and turn the lights
on or off accordingly, and daylight
sensors which adjust the light output
depending on available sunlight.
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Ventilation

Initiative 3:

Background:

Ventilation refers to a mechanical
method of providing fresh air which
may also be filtered, heated or cooled
and humidity controlled. Both can be
significant energy users and improving
control and operational procedures can
result in substantial financial savings for
your company.
Initiative 1:

Ensure that the main ventilation plant
and toilet extractor fans are switched
off when not required.

Building Insulation

Initiative 3:

Background:

Ensure that air conditioning systems
make use of outside air for free cooling
whenever possible.
Initiative 4:

If you are having repair or maintenance work done on your system take
the opportunity to install variable
speed drives on fans and pumps;
these allow motor speeds to be
controlled according to the demand
instead of running at full power
continuously.

Initiative 2:

The initiatives in this section are
most cost effective when they are
included in general maintenance or
refurbishment. When having extra
insulation fitted ensure that it is
installed correctly to avoid causing
condensation and increasing the risk of
water penetration.

Draught proof around all windows and
doors. Ensure that regular checks are
carried out and improvements made
when necessary.
Initiative 4:

Initiative 1:

Insulate roof voids and flat roofs. The
recommended level of loft insulation is
about 6 inches.

Fit secondary glazing at all windows. If
windows are being replaced, fit
multiple glazing preferably with low
emissivity glass which reduces heat loss
in winter.
Initiative 5:

Initiative 2:
Initiative 5:

Try to avoid controlling temperatures
by opening windows in areas where the
heating is on; and ensure that the controls on equipment are set or improved
to avoid both heating and cooling air at
the same time.
Ventilation initiatives undertaken:
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Explore the opportunities for heat
recovery from any source of warm
exhaust air but bear in mind the
increase in pump and fan power that
you will require.

Install cavity wall insulation or internal
or external insulation.
Building fabric improvement
initiatives undertaken:

Fit heavy curtains to keep out cold, or
window blinds to cut down heat from
the sun during summer months.
Award points scored:

Award points scored:
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Other Areas

Laundry

Background:

Initiative 1:

There are a number of other areas in
which your company can make cost
savings by reducing energy and water
consumption. Not all the initiatives
listed below will be suitable for your
businesses, however you might find
some which apply to you and which
can help you to improve your
environmental performance.

Make sure that staff only run laundry
equipment, such as washing machines
and dryers, when there is a full load.

Initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Maintenance
Initiative 1:

Cellar cooling
Initiative 1:

Check plant controls and efficiency
regularly.
Ensure that cellar thermostats are not
set any lower than necessary for the
products stored.

Initiative 2:

Initiative 2:

Motorised valves and dampers
should be checked to ensure
correct operation.

Make sure the cellar door is closed
when it is not in use.

Initiative 3:

Initiative 3:

Replace filters at manufacturer’s recommended intervals.
Equipment that emits heat, such as
freezers and machines should not be
kept in a cooled cellar.

Initiative 4:

Check the plant operation and controls
regularly.
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Water Saving Equipment
Background:

There is a variety of equipment on the
market which is designed to use less
water than traditional products. In the
catering sector using such equipment
can save significant sums of money on
water bills. However updating your
equipment is not a cheap way of improving your environmental impact
and you may only wish to consider this
if you are already thinking about buying
new appliances.
Initiative 1:

Install a device which will prevent the
urinals in the men’s toilet from flushing 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
There are a number of companies who
manufacture equipment which only
flushes when it is needed, rather than
at set intervals. By installing such
devices it is possible to save up to 80%
on water bills.
Initiative 2:

Upgrade the urinals in your establishment, to use the waterless variety.
These are controlled by chemicals
which eliminate the need for water
altogether, and have been successfully
used in Europe for some years. There
are significant cost savings because of
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the reduced water consumption, and
low maintenance costs. Although the
initial outlay is quite expensive the
American Waterless International
Corporation estimates that costs can be
recovered within two years.

Initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Initiative 3:

Replace conventional tap heads with
push taps. These directly control the
length of time water is allowed to flow,
limiting it to approximately 10
seconds. Push taps prevent taps from
being left on, or dripping which can
waste between 15 and 50 cubic metres
of water a year. If this water were from
the hot tap it would be costing your
business an extra £2.20 per cubic
metre on top of the water bill charges.
Initiative 4:

Try to ensure that any equipment that
you purchase for laundering or washing
the dishes in your business is water
efficient. In 1996 the Government
introduced a labelling scheme for all
washing machines and tumbledryers.
This scheme will help you to make an
informed choice based on water efficiency and energy consumption. They
are better for the environment, and
these machines will save you money
through their reduced running costs.

Useful Contacts: Metals

Regional Energy and Environmental
Management Unit
(part of the DETR)
Provides free impartial advice and
free publications.
SE Region –Tel: 01483 882318

Beacon Gas Energy Efficiency
Helpline
0500 500 685

OFGAS – The gas regulator
For details of all licensed suppliers
and a factsheet on competition
Tel: 0800 887777

Gas National Energy Efficiency
Advice Desk
0645 650 650

OFWAT – The water regulator
Tel: 0121 625 1300
OFFER – The electricity regulator
SEEBOARD area Tel: 01372 351356
Southern Electricity area
Tel: 0118 956 0211

British Gas, Gas Emergency Service
Freephone 0800 111 999

The Energy Efficiency Help and
Advice Line offers free and
independent information on how to
save money by saving energy, this
service is designed for domestic users
but they may be able to help.
Energy Efficiency Hotline
0345 277 200

SEEBOARD Energy Efficiency
Helpline Freephone 0500 581 255
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Case Studies:
Businesses around the country have
improved their environmental performance by taking simple steps to change
their energy and water consumption.
These case studies appear in more
detail, along with other examples, in
the Energy Efficiency Best Practice
Programme’s Case Study Examples.
Green King decided to refurbish
one of their pubs and to incorporate some energy saving measures at
the same time. Repairs to the roof
offered the opportunity to fit insulation at a cost of £1,680. This
initiative resulted in an annual
energy saving worth about £595
which meant that the payback
period was less than three years.
Wolverhampton and Dudley
Breweries Plc undertook similar
improvements on one of their pubs.
They replaced the old inadequate insulation to pipework and the indirect
hot water cylinders with good
quality materials. The net cost was
£205 however the annual saving was
about £235 which meant that the
payback time was less than a year.
They also installed simple controls
consisting of room thermostats and
time switches to complement the
existing zone temperature controls
and weather compensator. The net
cost of the installation was about
£150 but the annual saving was
around £230.
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The Bull public house in Wheathampstead improved the lighting as
part of their refurbishment. The
utilities manager was keen to use
more efficient compact fluorescent
lamps to improve the energy
performance of the lighting and the
ambience in the pub. Around 60%
of lamps are now compact fluorescent and a further 10% are low
voltage tungsten halogen spotlights
which to highlight par ticular
features. The lamps are averaging
around 8,000 hours before they
need to be replaced, which is 8
times longer than the old ones,
resulting in significant cost savings.
A small bistro in Surrey introduced
push taps into their ladies and men’s
toilets during part of a refurbishment. The manager estimates that
over the next year this measure will
reduce their water bills by about
40% because the taps will no longer
be left running or dripping for long
periods of time.
Further reading:

1. Introduction to Energy EfficiencyEnergy Efficiency Best Practice
Programme (Tel: 0800 585794).
2. Good Practice Case Studies- Energy
Efficiency
Best
Practice
Programme.
3. The Better Business Pack- WWFUK/ Natwest Group
(Tel: 01483 426444).
4. Green Officiency- Surrey County
Council (Tel: 0181 541 9781).

S e c t i o n
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Transport

Introduction
There has been a 63% increase in the number of vehicles
on the road since 1980. Traffic jams and fumes are
common in and around Surrey and not only damage our
day to day quality of life but also have a detrimental effect
on the efficiency of businesses. The problems caused by
increasing traffic can affect your business through delayed
deliveries, higher fuel consumption and time wasted in
traffic jams.
The fuel burned by this traffic causes significant
environmental pollution. Fumes from traffic alone
contribute to approximately 19% of the carbon dioxide
emissions in the UK. As we have already seen in the
section of this manual which deals with energy
consumption, carbon dioxide is one of the gases which is
known to contribute to the greenhouse effect. Vehicle
exhaust also contains nitrogen oxides which are a major
cause of acid rain. Acid rain not only harms trees and soil,
but it also contributes to the eroding of limestone statues
and can damage other important historic buildings.
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Some other pollutants which are
produced by vehicle emissions include
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons,
which are thought to contribute to
the increase in asthma and other
respiratory diseases.
However, goods and people have
to be transported and it is not always
possible to stop using cars altogether.

This section examines ways to reduce dependency and will enable
your business to become more
efficient with an improved environmental performance.
The following diagram shows what
you should consider to ensure you
make any changes as efficiently and
effectively as possible.

Auditing Your Car Dependency
Remember to consider your staff transport patterns as well as how your produce is
collected/delivered, and how your customers travel to your business.

1. Fill in the table below for any vehicles that are owned by the business
Make of vehicle
vehicle

Engine
Capacity

Fuel
type

fuel efficiency
Urban 70mph

Catalytic
converter

How to Reduce Car Dependency in a Business.
Step:1
Give someone responsibility for transport

Step:2
Establish the size of the transport problem

2. Record the following for any vehicles owned by the business
Average monthly mileage

Litres of fuel used

Miles per litre

Step:3
Establish and use an auditing system

Step:4
Analyse the information

3. Record the way that your staff come to work
Step:5
Consider ways to reduce car dependancy

Method

Number
of staff

Total number
of journeys

Total mileage
per month

Walking
Step:6
Produce and implement an action

Cycling
Train

Step:7
Review progress
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Bus
Car
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4. Consider the types of public transport which are available to your staff

7. Estimate what percentage of your customers arrive at your business by
private car

Eg bus, train, etc

5. Consider the opportunities for staff to car share
Name of member of staff

Driving from

8. Record any initiatives set up to encourage your customers to use other
modes of transport to reduce car dependency
Eg free alcoholic drink for customers using public transport

6. Record how many suppliers deliver to your premises
Name of supplier
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Distance travelled
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Business vehicles
Background:

There is currently no such thing as a
‘green’ car. However there are plenty
of things that you can do to reduce
your vehicle’s impact on the environment. Your main objective should be to
reduce unnecessary journeys to collect
supplies etc. This will also reduce your
fuel consumption and improve the
efficiency of your business.

properly inflated to the recommended
pressure.
Under inflated tyres increase fuel
consumption and have an adverse effect
on the handling characteristics of
the vehicle.

Transport initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Initiative 4:

Ensure that your vehicle(s) are fitted
with catalytic converters. These can
cut out a lot of the polluting gases.

Initiative 1:
Initiative 5:

Ensure that you drive your vehicle at
the most economic speed, that is
usually between 50-60 miles per hour.
Pulling away fast will use 60% more
fuel than gentle acceleration. Always
plan your route so that you take the
most direct and uncongested route.

Try to plan deliveries to minimise
transport impact. Where possible buy
locally, or use the same stockist so
that the number of delivery trips can
be reduced.
Initiative 6:

Initiative 2:

Make sure that your vehicle(s) run on
unleaded petrol. This is both cheaper
to buy and better for the environment. Remember not to leave engines
idling unnecessarily.

Encourage staff to car share, use public
transport or walk/cycle to work on a
regular basis. This saves money on fuel
bills and parking and can significantly
reduce the amount of traffic on
the roads.

Initiative 3:

Service your vehicle(s) regularly and
ensure that the engine is tuned for
fuel efficiency. Ensure that tyres are
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Customer arrangements

Useful Contacts:

Background:

As the Drink-Drive Campaign continues to gain support more customers
are using public transport to go to
pubs, bars, restaurants, cafes and
clubs. It is important to encourage this
culture change and to cater, where
possible, for those customers who wish
to use an alternative to the car when
going out for the night. The suggestions below will not only help to
make your business more competitive,
but will also help to improve your
local environment.
Initiative 1:

Encourage customers to use alternative
methods of transport. This can be
achieved by advertising the nearest
bus stops, or train stations on existing advertisements. You could also
advertise the following numbers:
The Surrey Travel Line- 01737 223000
National Rail Enquiries- 0345 484950
London Transport- 0171 222 1234

Promote the anti Drink- Drive message
to remind your customers of the disadvantages of taking a car on a night
out.
Initiative 3:

Offer incentives to those customers
who have used an alternative form of
transport.
This commonly includes a free
glass of wine or a discount on production of a valid rail ticket. South
East trains will adver tise such a
campaign which will help to publicise
your business to a wider audience.
Initiative 4:

Contact your local Council to see
whether it would be possible to put
bike racks outside your premises.

Initiative 2:
Transport initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

General Transport Issues:
Environmental Transport Association
10 Church Street
Weybridge
Surrey KT13 8RS
Tel: 01932 828882

The London Cycle Campaign
228 Great Guildford Business Square
30 Great Guildford Street
London
Tel: 0171 928 6112

Transport 2000
10 Melton Street
London NW1
Tel: 0171 388 8386

Pedestrian Information:
The Pedestrian Association
126 Aldersgate Street
London EC1A 4JQ
Tel: 0171 490 0750

Cycling Information:
CTC
69 Meadrow
Godalming
Surrey GU7 3HS
Tel: 01483 417217

Case Studies:
These case studies appear in more
detail in the Better Business Pack
produced by WWF-UK and Natwest
Group.
Tavern Snacks in Greenwich uses a
simple computer spreadsheet to
record the details of mileage and
fuel for the vehicles that they use.
Every driver is aware of the need to
drive efficiently and to use the most
direct and uncongested routes. The
monitoring system has helped to ensure that performance has improved.
Mountsteven Ltd is a bakery in
Bristol. The management fitted
deflectors on top of the cabs of their
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delivery vehicles which resulted in a
3-4% reduction in fuel costs
because of the increased efficiency.
A business in the Midlands
undertook a survey to find out how
customers travelled to their site.
The results showed that more than
half used cars in preference to
public transport, cycling or walking
because of the lack of suitable
transport links, cycle paths or foot
paths in the area.
Further reading:

1. Companies and their cars-The way
forward-The Department of Environment Transport and Regions.
2. All Aboard!-A Guide to Transport
Best Practice-CBI
(Tel: 0171 3797400).
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Careful
Purchasing
Introduction:
All purchasing decisions have consequences for
businesses:

•
•
•

Good decisions can have significant effects on the
competitiveness of any company.
Your ability to satisfy customers depends on what
you buy in, it’s quality and the time of delivery.
Your purchasing habits can have an impact on the
environment, both locally and globally.

Careful purchasing is an easy way to help the
environment. Reducing the amount of waste that your
business produces saves you money. Initially you need
to understand what you buy, who supplies it and how
you can work together to choose materials and
produce which are less damaging to the environment
and your bottom line.
There are three different principles which should
be applied to all purchasing:
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1. Use as little as possible.
All products have environmental
impacts and using less is the most
reliable way to cut down on those
impacts. This policy is almost
certain to save you money. You can
reduce the amount that you use by:
your stock hold• Simplifying
ing and avoiding unnecessary

•
•

items all together.
Not over ordering, especially
where goods are perishable.
Reusing existing goods,
where possible, before buying
new ones.

3. Buying the least environmentally damaging product
Environmental impact should
be considered at all stages.
Unlike the other sections in this
manual you don’t need to fill out an
audit sheet to help you to improve your
purchasing policy. Just keep the three
key principles in mind, and don’t
forget that if you are going to
make changes you will need the
suppor t of all the staff who have
purchasing responsibilities.

2. Get the best possible use out of
what you buy.
This is a simple principle. The more
you can get out of a product the less
you need to buy. You can do this by:
durable rather than
• Buying
disposable versions of a

•
•
•

product.
Maintaining and repairing
equipment to extend it’s
useful life.
Only preparing or using the
exact amount needed.
Reusing or recycling waste.
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Purchasing Paper and
Stationery
Background information:

All businesses require paper, whether
it is for office admin or the production
of advertising posters, information
sheets and menus. However, with so
much competition in the market place
it is difficult to know which is the best
option for your business.
Recycled paper is usually better for
the environment and, contrary to
popular belief, good quality recycled
paper is no more expensive than that
made with virgin fibres. Another
common misconception is that buying
recycled paper saves trees. Buying
paper which contains recycled material
does not help to save the tropical rain
forests, because most softwood comes
from a sustainable source. However it
does take less energy in production,
and it helps to reduce the amount of
waste sent to landfill. It is as important
to buy recycled materials as it is to
collect and recycle materials.
Initiative 1:

Try to ensure that the recycled paper
you buy contains a proportion of post
Paper purchasing initiatives undertaken:
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consumer waste material. This means
that it is made from paper which has
been collected after use, not paper
which was scrapped from the factory
during production. Remember that
paper which is bright white has been
treated using chlorine to bleach it, so
unless you really need it try to avoid
using this type.
Initiative 2:

Try to avoid purchasing post-it notes,
latex adhesive (self sealing) envelopes
and window envelopes. They cannot be
recycled because of the contaminants
that they contain.
Initiative 3:

Do not purchase disposable paper
napkins, table cloths and plates for use
in your business.
Linen and crockery might look
like an expensive initial outlay,
but businesses who have made this
change found that their savings soon
paid for a dishwasher. You will also be
able to make savings on your waste
disposal costs.

Purchasing Office
Equipment
Background:

Most businesses now use faxes, photocopiers and computers. When purchasing new office equipment you should
consider energy consumption, and
production of waste materials.
Initiative 1:

Ensure that the new equipment that
you purchase is fitted with an energy
saving ‘sleep’ mode.
This means that when it isn’t active
the machine will remain on but will
require less energy. This often comes
as standard on modern appliances, it
should not make the equipment any
more expensive and will reduce your
energy bills.
Initiative 2:

can accept recycled paper, and can
print double sided.
Initiative 3:

Purchase recycled toner cartridges for
your faxes, photocopies and printers.
These are no more expensive than
new toners and by using them you
are helping to support the recycled
goods markets.
Intitiative 4:

Buy plain paper faxes, not thermal
faxes, because this ensures that the
paper can be recycled.
Thermal fax paper often fades
with time and so it is necessary to
take copies of information that you
wish to store. This wastes time and
resources, so it is better to use plain
paper faxes.

Ensure that printers and copiers can
use recycled components (eg toners),
Office equipment purchasing
initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Award points scored:
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Purchasing Cleaning
Products

Make sure that the manufacturer’s
recommended quantities and frequency
of use are not exceeded.

Background:

Although cleaning products are essential, some have serious environmental impacts. Many of the products
take large amounts of energy and
resources to manufacture, and often
cause pollution from the toxic or nondegradable residues. By being careful
about the cleaning products that you
purchase you can significantly reduce
your impact on the environment, and
you may also save money.
Try to buy in bulk if you have room
for storage, and choose products which
come in minimal packaging or
refillable containers, so as to limit the
waste that is produced. If possible pick
products with recycled packaging.

Purchasing Disposable
Products
Background:

Initiative 2:

Avoid the use of cleaning products
which are only cosmetic and have no
hygiene purposes.
Toilet blocks are a typical example,
however if you feel that they are
essential to service quality, ensure that
the products that you are using do not
contain PDCB. This is paradichlorobenzine which is known to harm river
and sea life when it is allowed to enter
water courses.
Initiative 3:

Buying durable rather than disposable
products is not only better for the
environment but can also save you
money.
Lots of businesses in the catering
sector use disposable products for
convenience, but it is not always the
most cost effective option, nor is it
always what the customer wants.

Initiative 2:

Avoid the use of plastic and styrofoam
cups and plastic cutlery unless they are
being used for take-away purposes.
Initiative 3:

Avoid the use of individual milk
jiggers, salt, pepper and sauce sachets.
Initiative 4:

Initiative 1:

Try to avoid using paper napkins and
table cloths. The cost savings that you
make by using a durable alternative will
soon cover the cost of purchase, and
the laundering charges.

Try to use rechargeable batteries
instead of disposable ones in equipment and utensils. Or switch to mains
electricity.

Initiative 1:

Select products which have clear
instructions so that all staff know
how to use them most effectively.
Cleaning product purchasing
initiatives undertaken:

Avoid the use of phosphates, optical
brightners and freshners because they
can cause excessive growth of algae by
blocking oxygen and light if washed
into waterways.

Durable product purchasing
initiatives undertaken:

Award points scored:

Award points scored:

There are not many organisations who can offer you help with purchasing
issues, however if you need information on any of the issues raised in this
section contact the Surrey County Council Sustainable Development Division
on 0181 541 9781.
Further Reading:

1. The Better Business Pack, produced by WWF-UK/ Natwest Group.
2. Green Officiency, produced by Surrey County Council, Waste Busters and the
Environment Agency.
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Case studies:
These case studies appear in more
detail in the Better Business Pack
produced by WWF-UK and Natwest
Group.
A cafe in Surrey saved £1500 a year
by producing their own purified
water for customers instead of
buying bottled mineral water. As
well as the obvious cost savings
they also experienced a reduction
in the amount of waste that
was produced, and there are no
transport implications because the
water is no longer delivered.

Monkman’s Bistro has established a
purchasing consor tium in the
restaurant trade. Monkman’s has a
very good relationship with other
local restauranteurs and has
persuaded six other businesses to
use the same butcher and
fishmonger. The consortium has
reduced prices and lowered the
environmental impact of transport
needed to supply the participating
restaurants.

Initiatives undertaken in
Section 2 Energy efficiency

Points scored (remember
each symbol is worth 2 points)

Initiatives undertaken in
Section 3 Transport

Points scored (remember
each symbol is worth 2 points)

Initiatives undertaken in
Section 4 Careful Purchasing

Points scored (remember
each symbol is worth 2 points)

Summary Sheet
Congratulations. You have completed the ‘Food for Thought’ Award Challenge. Fill
in the following table to see how many points you have scored, and don’t forget to
send it back to us so that we can arrange for you to receive the award certificate.
Initiatives undertaken in
Section 1 Waste

Points scored (remember
each symbol is worth 2 points)

Thank you for participating in this
project. We hope that you were able
to demonstrate that adopting good
environmental practice makes good
business sense. Please include any other
comments that you have about the
‘Food for Thought’ scheme with your
award entry and send it to:

Remember this is just the first step – if
you would like more information about
other environmental initiatives you
could undertake please call us on
0181 541 9781.

Debbie Morris, Room 404
Environment, Surrey County Council,
County Hall, Kingston, KT1 2DY.
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